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Introduction 

The notion of tight closure of an ideal introduced by Hochster and Huneke [5] 

enables us to define classes of singularities corresponding to rational singularities 

in characteristic 0 for rings of characteristic p > 0. Among them are the notions of 

F-regular ring [5] and F-rational ring [3]. It turns out that it is relatively easy to 

know whether a given ring is F-rational or not comparing the case of F-regularity 

(cf. [3], 821). On the other hand, the notion of F-pure ring is defined in [6] and 

proved to be useful to treat a slightly wider class of rings than F-regular ones. 

The aim of this paper is to give a criterion to determine whether a given ring is 

F-regular (resp. F-pure) or not via the action of Frobenius on the highest local 

cohomology group of the canonical module. This criterion is especially powerful 

for the case of normal graded rings. We can understand the difference of 

F-regularity and F-rationality for normal graded rings using Demazure’s 

expression of normal graded rings. Also, we can completely classify normal 

F-regular (resp. F-pure) graded rings of dimension 2 for each characteristic. 

In this paper all rings are Noetherian with characteristic p > 0. 

1. Preliminaries 

Let R be a Noetherian ring of characteristic p > 0 and F: R+ R be the 

Frobenius map defined by F(a) = a '. In this paper the letter q always means a 

power q = pe of p. For simplicity, we always assume that R is reduced and we will 
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identify the following three maps: 
(i) F’:R-+R, 

(ii) the inclusion R9 + R, 
(iii) the inclusion R+ R”‘. 
We sometimes denote F’ : R+ ‘R to distinguish R of both sides. 
For an R-module M, we define the Frobenius action on M by 

F’:M=M@,R+Fe(M):=M@/R, F’(x)=x@l. 

For an ideal Z of R we denote Z”’ = I. ‘R. If Z = (a,, . . . , a,), then I”’ = 

(4,. . . 2 UK). Also, we denote 

R” = {x E R 1 x is not contained in any minimal prime of R} . 

The notion of tight closure of an ideal or a submodule is essential in our 
argument. 

1.1. Definition [5]. (i) F or an ideal Z of R, we define the ideal I* by Z* = {x E 
R (there exists c E R0 such that cx9 E Z ‘*I for every 4 % 0). We caI1 Z* the tight 
closure of Z. We say that Z is tightly closed if I* = I. 

(ii) If N is an R-submodule of an R-module M, then x E N* if there exists 
c E R’ such that for every 4 + 0, c. F’(x) is contained in the image of F’(N) in 
F”(M). We call N” the t&h closure of iV in M. 

Note that if x E R, the condition x E I* is equivalent to saying that the image of 
x in R/Z is in (0)* (the tight closure of (0) in R/Z). 

1.2. Definition. (i) [5] We say that R is F-regular if every ideal of R is tightly 
closed. (In the terminology of [5], this notion is called ‘weakly F-regular’. In this 
paper, we will always ‘forget’ the adjective ‘weak’ since we have no need to 
distinguish the two notions of F-regularity with and without ‘weak’.) 

(ii) [3] A local ring R with maximal ideal m is called F-rational if every ideal 
generated by a system of parameters of R is tightly closed. 

1.3. Definition [6]. We say that R is F-pure if the Frobenius morphism F: R?r ‘R 
is pure. By definition, this is equivalent to saying that for every R-module M, 
F: M+ F(M) = M ~8~ ‘R is injective. 

1.4. Proposition (cf. [5] for (i) and [6] for (ii)). Assume that R is local with 
maximal ideal m. Let E = E,(RIm) be the injective envelope of R lm. Then 

(i) If (0)* = (0) in E, th en R is (weakZy) F-regular. 
(ii) Zf F : E -+ F(E) is injective, then R is F-pure. 
The converse of both statements is true if R is approximately Gorenstein [4]. 0 
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The above proposition shows that if we can ‘describe’ the Frobenius action on 
E, then we can determine whether R is F-regular (resp. F-pure) or not. The 
condition ‘R is approximately Gorenstein’ is very weak and is satisfied if R is 
excellent and reduced. So, we will always assume this condition throughout this 
paper. 

Consequently, the aim of this paper is to describe the Frobenius action on E. 

2. The action of Frobenius on E = E,(RItn) 

2.1. In this section, let R be a normal local ring with maximal ideal nt and let 
dim R = d. We always assume that R has a canonical module K,. Let Q be the 
quotient field of R. Then we can assume that K, C Q. As is well known, 
E,(RIm) is isomorphic to the highest local cohomology group Ht,( KR). So, we 
will analyze the morphism 

F’ : Hd,(K,)+ Hd,(K,) B3, 'R . 

2.2. Lemma. Let (R, m)+ (S, n) be a jinite local homomorphism with dim S = 
dim R = d and M be a finitely-generated R-module. Then, 

&(M @a3, S) = Hi(M) @JR s. 

Proof. Take a parameter ideal (n) = (xi,. . , xd) of R and let 

c’ = [O-, Co = R+ C’ = 6 Rx,+. . .2 C, = Rx,.,_, ;=, z d -+Ol 

be the Tech complex of R with respect to (x). Then we can write 

H:,(M) = Hd(M 63R C.) = Coker( 1, gR 6,) . 

Since tensoring preserves the cokernel, we have Htn(M) = M BR Hi,(R). On the 
other hand, by our assumption, (x) is also a parameter system for S. Hence we 
have 

W:(M f.BR S) = H”((M gR S) gs (C’BR S)) = Hd((M BR C’) @.R S) 

=Hd(M~~C’)~~S=H~,(M)~O,S. 0 

2.3. Let D = c rzp. V(p) be a divisor of R, where the sum is taken over the prime 
ideal p of height 1 or R. Then we define 

R(D)={f~Qldiv~(f)+ DzO} 

= {f E Q ( up(f) 2 -n, for every height-l prime of R} . 
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If D = V(p), then R(D) = p-’ and R(- D) = p. For a divisorial ideal I = R(D) of 

R, we define I’“’ = R(nD). Note that Z@) 1s the divisorial hull of the nth power I” 

of I. (A divisorial ideal of R is an R-submodule of Q which is reflexive as an 

R-module .) 

For a fractional ideal I of R, we denote 

Z l’Y={~EQ”q~xq~Z}. 

2.4. Lemma. Let Z = R(D) be a divisorial ideal of R. Then the canonical 
homomorphism 

(Y : ZBR R”‘+ (Z(q))L’q , 

defined by a(a 8x”“) = a. xliq = (ayx)liq (a E I, x E R) is an isomorphism in 
codimension 1. That is, the codimensions of support of Ker(a) and Coker(a) are 
at least 2. 

Proof. If Z = fR is principal, then the left-hand side equals f. R”’ = (f qR)“q, 
which is equal to 

principal. Hence 

1. 0 

Now, since R is normal, KR is isomorphic to a divisorial ideal. We fix an 

the right-hand side. Now, for every prime ideal p of R, I. R, is 

(Y gR R, is an isomorphism for every prime ideal &I of height 

isomorphism K, = R(K) for some divisor K of R. By this isomorphism, we define 

Ka”’ = R( qK). 

2.5. Theorem. We have the canonical isomorphism 

K:H;,(K,)@, R”4+H;((Kp))1’q) 

induced by the canonical homomorphism 

(Y: KR@.RR1’q+(K$))l’q. 

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, H{,(K,) @)R R”’ = H$(K, @R R”“). On the other hand, 

by Lemma 2.4, the homomorphism (Y induces an isomorphism 

Hd (K, @JR RI”) = Hd ((K’q’)“q) . m Ill R 0 

2.6. Remark. Let z be the generator of the socle of E = E,(RIm) = Hd,(K,). 
Then F: E- E BR ‘R is injective if and only if F(z) # 0 and (0)* = (0) in E if and 

only if z g(O)*. For this reason, it is very important to describe z explicitly. In the 

next section, we will treat this problem for normal graded rings. 
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Using Theorem 2.5, we can show that F-regularity is preserved by taking 

certain ‘finite cover’. The same argument is also valid for F-purity, which the 

author was informed of by V. Srinivas. 

2.7. Theorem. Let (R, nt)+ (S, n) be a finite local homomorphism of normal 
rings which is etale in codimension 1. If R is F-regular, so is S. 

Proof. If A+ B is a finite etale morphism of rings, then we have the isomorphism 

B 631~ ‘A = ‘B. Hence the canonical map S BR ‘R+ ‘S is an isormorphism after 

localizing at a prime ideal of height 1 of R by our assumption. From this fact, it 

follows that the canonical map 

K, gR ‘R = K, 8s (S %“R ‘R)+ K, 8s ‘S 

is an isomorphism in codimension 1. Let d = dim R = dim S and apply Hi,(*) to 

both sides. Then, using Lemma 2.2, we get the isomorphism 

H;,(Ks) gR ‘R = H;,(Ks @‘R ‘R) = ZZ;(Ks 0s ‘S) = Hd,(Ks) @s ‘S . 

Consequently, we can identify the Frobenius action on Hd,(K,) = Ht,(K,) as 

R-module and the one as S-module. Take z E Hi(K,), z #O. Since R is F- 
regular, we have n e>O Ann,(F’(z)) = (0). 8 ince R+ S is a finite extension of 

integral domains, we also have n e,OAnnS(Fe(z)) = (0), which shows that S is 

F-regular, too. Cl 

2.8. Example. Let I be a divisorial ideal of R such that cl(Z) in Cl(R) is a torsion 

of order r. (Here, Cl(R) denotes the divisor class group of R.) Then fixing an 

isomorphism I”’ - - R, we can construct an R-algebra 

r-l 

s = @ p . 
i = 0 

If r is not divisible by p, then the inclusion R+ S is etale in codimension 1. In 

this case, if R is F-regular, so is S. 

2.9. Corollary. Let I be a divisorial ideal of R and assume that cl(Z) in Cl(R) is a 
torsion of order r with (r, p) = 1. If, moreover, R is F-regular, then Z is Cohen- 
Macaulay as an R-module. 

Proof. Let S be as in Example 2.8. Then S is F-regular, which implies that S is a 

Cohen-Macaulay S-module (resp. R-module) (cf. [5]). Being a direct summand, Z 

is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module, too. 0 
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3. Criterion for F-regularity and F-purity for normal graded rings 

3.1. Let R = $ nzO R, be a Noetherian normal graded ring with R, = k, a field 

with characteristic p > 0. Then by Demazure [ 11, R can be described by a rational 

coefficient Weil divisor D on X= Proj(R) such that N. D is an ample Cartier 

divisor for some positive integer N in the form 

R = R(X, D) = xF, H”(X, Q(nD)). T” C k(X)[T] , 

where k(X) is the field of rational functions on X and T is a fixed homogeneous 

element of degree 1 in the quotient field of R. 
Throughout this section, we put dim R = d + 1 and dim X = d. 
We will write D = c (p,Iq”)V, where the sum is taken over irreducible 

subvarieties V of codimension 1 of X, qv > 0 and (pv, qv) = 1 for every V. We 

will denote the fractional part of D by D’. Namely, D’ = c (( qv - 1) /q”)V. 

3.2. Now, as in [9], we can describe KR and Kg’ as 

K, = nTz H”(X, 0”((K, + D’) + no)). T” c k[T, TP’1 , 

Ka”’ = @ ff’(X, Qx(q(Kx + D’) + nD)>. T” c k[T, T-‘1 
nfzz 

Also, the highest local cohomology groups are expressed as 

H:,+‘(K,) = nTz Hd(X, ox((Kx + 0’) + no))* T” , 

H:‘,,+‘(Kg’) = nFz Hd(X, Q( q(K, + 0’) + no)). T” , 

where K, is the canonical divisor of X and we define the grading on each module 

by the power of T. 
Now, the socle of IId,,+’ (KR) is Hd(X, Qx(Kx + D’)) = Hd(X, Qx(K,)) = k, the 

component of degree 0. Note that our proof of Theorem 2.5, stated for local rings 

is also valid for the graded case. Hence we have the following theorem: 

3.3. Theorem. Let R = R(X, D) be a normal graded ring as in 3.1. Then: 
(i) R is F-pure if and only if the Frobenius morphism 

F: Hd(X, t!&(K, + D’))+ Hd(X, Q( p(K, + 0’))) 

is injective. 

(ii) R is F-regular if and only if f or every n > 0 and for every nonzero element f 

of H”(X, t!&(nD)), there exists e > 0, such that f. F’(z) # 0 in Hd(X, &( q(K, + 
0’) + no)), where z E Hd(X, Qx(Kx + D’)), z # 0. 
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Proof. This result is a direct corollary of Theorem 2.5, noting the description of 

K,, Kg’ and the socle of HzI+l(K,). 0 

Using this criterion, we can show that F-regularity (resp. F-purity) of R = 
R(X, D) depends only on X and the fractional part of D and not on individual D. 
For example, if L is an integral divisor on X such that both ND and N(D + L) are 

ample Cartier divisors for some positive integer N, then R(X, D) is F-regular 

(resp. F-pure) if and only if so is R(X, D + L). 

3.4. Theorem. Let X be a normal projective variety over k and D, ,D, E 
Div(X, Q) such that both ND, and ND, are ample Cartier divisors for some 
positive integer N. Assume that D, and D, have the same fractional part. This is, 
(Dl)’ = (D2)‘. Let R, = R(X, Di) for i = 1,2. Then R, is F-regular (resp. F-pure) if 
and only if so is R,. 

Proof. As for the F-purity, our assertion is obvious from Theorem 3.3, since only 

K, and D’ appear in the criterion. 

Now, assume R, is F-regular. We will show that R, is F-regular. It suffices to 

show that for every x E H”(X, 0’(nD,)), x ZO, there exists e such that 

x. F’(z) # 0, where z is the generator of Hd(X, Qx(Kx)) = (H:,“(R)),,. 
Our proof is divided into several steps. Note that we may assume that both R, 

and R, are F-pure which implies that the Frobenius morphisms are injective. 

If x. Fe(z) # 0, then F(x . F’(z)) = xPFe+‘(z) # 0, hence x. F’+‘(z) # 0. That is, 

Ann(F’(z)) > Ann(F’+‘(z)). Moreover, taking xN instead of x, if necessary, we 

may assume that x E H”(X, 0”(ND,)), w h ere ND, is an ample Cartier divisor on 

X. 

Now, since {Ann,,(F’(z))},,, f orms a decreasing sequence whose intersection 

is (0) (R, is F-regular), for every n there exists e such that the mapping 

5 : HOW, f%(nD, >I- ffd(X, Q( q(K, + 0’) + nD1)> 

induced by the multiplication with F’(z) is injective. 

For ND, as above, we can take M > 0 such that H”(X, Qx(MD, - ND,)) # 0 
since D, is ample. Any nonzero element in this group induces an injective 

homomorphism 

4 : ff’(X, WND,)) + H”(X, Qx(MD, >> . 

Then we have a commutative diagram 

H”(X > MN&)) 
4 

’ Ho(X, WMD, 1) 
i’ I I i 

Hd(X, 0”( q(K, + 0’) + ND,))%Hd(X, Qx( q(K, + 0’) + MD,)) , 
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where 5 and i’ are induced by the multiplication with F’(z). Now, since R, is 

F-regular, we can take e so that 5 is injective and 4 is also injective. Then the 

commutativity of the diagram implies injectivity of J’, which is what we wanted to 

show. Cl 

4. Classification of normal graded F-regular and F-pure rings in dimension 2 

In this section, let R = R(X, D) be a normal graded ring of dimension 2 with 

R, = k, an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. We will determine the 

condition for such R to be F-regular or F-pure. By Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we can 

state the condition in terms of K, + D’. So, we will list up all pairs of X and D’ 
such that R(X, D) is F-regular (resp. F-pure). 

4.1. Since R is normal and dim R = 2, X = Proj(R) is normal, and dim X = 1. 

That is, X is a smooth curve. For D E Div(X, Q), we denote the degree of D by 

deg(D). 
Now, assume that R is F-regular. Then Theorem 3.3 shows that 

dim,H’(X, 0,(q(K, + D’))+ +m when q--+ +m. This occurs if and only if 

deg(K, + 0’) < 0. Since deg(D’) > 0 by definition, if D’ # 0, deg(K,) < 0 and we 

know that the genus of X is 0. We may think X = P’, by our assumption k is 

algebraically closed. 

If R is F-pure, H’(X, 0”( q(K, + 0’))) # 0 for every q. This implies deg(Kx + 

D’) 5 0. Then we have two cases, 

(i) X = P’ and deg(D’) 5 2, 

(ii) X is an elliptic curve and D’ = 0. 
Summarizing these facts, we get the classification. 

4.2. Theorem. Let R = R(X, D) with dim R = 2 and assume k = H”(X, ox) is 
algebraically closed. If 

D&i qi-1 Pi E Div(X, 0) , 

i=l 4, 

we will denote D’ by (P,, . . . , P,; q,, . . . , q,) and if X= P’ and rs3, we will 
denote D’ simply by ( ql,. . . , q,) since there is no need to distinguish the P,‘s. 

(1) IfRisF-regular,thenX=P’,Df=(q,,...,q,)withr~3andD’isoneof 
those listed in (a) to (d). 

(a) If r = 0, 1,2, then the qi’s are arbitrary and R is F-regular in arbitrary 
characteristic. 
(b) If D’ = (2,2, n), then R is F-regular if and only if p # 2. 
(c) Zf D’=(2,3,3) or (2,3,4), then R is F-regular if and only if p > 3. 
(d) Zf D’ = (2,3,5), then R is F-regular if and only ifp > 5. 
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Moreover, in case (b), (c), (d), R IS not even F-pure for p = 2 in (b), p = 2,3 in 
(c) and p =2,3,5 in (c). 

(2) Zf R is F-pure and not F-regular, then (X, D’) is one of those listed in (i) 

and (ii), (e) to (h). 

(i) X is an elliptic curve and D’ = 0. In this case, R is F-pure if and only if the 
action of Frobenius on H’(X, ox) is injective. 

(ii) X = P’ and deg D’ = 2. More explicitly: 
(e) Zf D’ = (3,3,3), R is F-pure if and only ifp = 1 (mod 3). 

(f) Zf D’ = (2,4,4), R is F-pure if and only ifp = 1 (mod4). 

(g) Zf D’= (2,3,6), R is F- pure if and only if p = 1 (mod 3). 

(h) ZfD’=(co,O,-l,h;2,2,2,2)withAEk,A#O,-l,thenRisF-pureifand 
only if p = 2n + 1 such that the coefficient of X” in the expansion of (x + 1)” 

(x - A)” is not zero. (Zf R is F-pure, then p is odd.) 

Proof. The classification of X and D’ is easy to get from the condition on the 

degree. To know whether R is F-regular (resp. F-pure) or not for fixed p, we 
examine the Frobenius action 

F’ : H’(X, 0,(X,))-+ H’(X, Qx( q(K, + 0’))) . 

Remark. The classification of normal 2-dimensional F-pure singularity is done in 

[lo] for the Gorenstein case and in [S] for the general case in terms of resolution 

of the singularity. 

4.3. Remark. (i) For every D’ listed in Theorem 4.2(l), we can take D so that R 
is Gorenstein (for example, take D = -(K, + 0’); cf. [9]). If R is Gorenstein, 

then case (a) (resp. (b); (c); (d)) corresponds to ‘rational double points’ of type 

(A,) (resp. (D,); (R,), (ET); (J%)). Al so, in the case of Theorem 4.2(2)(i), R is 

always Gorenstein and such R is called a ‘simple elliptic singularity’. On the other 

hand, in the case of Theorem 4.2(2)(ii), R is never Gorenstein (cf. [9]). 

(ii) Conversely, all rings listed in Theorem 4.2 are rational singularities except 

for case (2)(i). Then by [7], the divisor class group Cl(R) is a finite group and we 

can construct a canonical cover S = $:ii Kg’ (r is the order of cl(K,)), which is 

Gorenstein. Since a rational Gorenstein ring in characteristic 0 and dimension 2 is 

an invariant subring of a polynomial ring by a finite group (we call such R a 

‘quotient singularity’ for short), our R in Theorem 4.2(i) is also a ‘quotient 

singularity’. Thus we can conclude an F-regular ring of dimension 2 in ‘charac- 

teristic 0’ is a ‘quotient singularity’. In characteristic p > 0, there are F-regular 

rings which are not invariant subrings. 

Now, we know how different the notions of F-regularity and F-rationality are. 

4.4 Example. Let R = R(X, D) with X = P’ and D > 0 (D is effective). Then R is 

F-injective in the sense of [2] (cf. [lo, (2.3)]). S ince a(R) < 0 in this case (cf. [9]), 
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such R is F-rational by [3, (2.8) and (1.17)]. On the other hand, we can choose 

D > 0 so that deg(D’) > 2. Then R(X, 0) is not F-regular or F-pure. In particu- 

lar, there are no implications between F-pure and F-rational. Also the examples 

in Theorem 4.2(2)(“) h n s ow that F-rationality together with F-purity do not imply 

F-regularity. 
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